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Motivation I: How do organizations incentivize 

innovation?

• Urgent need for growth & innovation in context of COVID & 

long-term productivity growth slowdown (Decker et al. 2016, 

Syverson, 2017)

• We focus on one relatively overlooked but crucial choice 

dimension (Azoulay and Li, 2020):

─ Whether to take a centralized “top-down” approach 

soliciting a particular technology

─ Or a more open, decentralized “bottom-up” approach in 

which innovators suggest ideas, reflecting the 

organization’s uncertainty over what opportunities exist
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Motivation I: How do organizations incentivize 

innovation?

• Urgent need for growth & innovation in context of COVID & 

long-term productivity growth slowdown (Decker et al. 2016, 

Syverson, 2017)

• We focus on one relatively overlooked but crucial choice 

dimension (Azoulay and Li, 2020):

─ Whether to take a centralized “top-down” approach 

soliciting a particular technology

─ Or a more open, decentralized “bottom-up” approach in 

which innovators suggest ideas, reflecting the 

organization’s uncertainty over what opportunities exist

• We compare these two R&D procurement strategies using a 

reform to the Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) 

program at the U.S. Air Force (USAF)
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Motivation II: Why is defense R&D interesting?

• In US, 60% of all Federal R&D goes to Dept of Defense (DoD): 

world’s largest R&D supporting entity (6% of global R&D)

─ Dual-use aspect of frontier defense technology: large 

spillovers to private sector (e.g. GPS, cryptography, 

nuclear power, jet engines, Internet,..)

─ US DoD lauded as successful Mission-Oriented Industrial 

Policy. Evidence from case studies (e.g. Mowery & 

Rosenberg, 1991; Mazzucato and Semieniuk, 2017)
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Motivation: Why is defense R&D interesting?

• But all is not well in US Defense Innovation….

─ Bloom, Jones, Van Reenen & Webb (2020): R&D 

productivity falling for decades. May be because 

increasingly hard to know what good ideas are out there

─ Defense innovation in decline relative to rest of economy 
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Motivation: Why is defense R&D interesting?

• But all is not well in US Defense Innovation….

─ Bloom, Jones, Van Reenen & Webb (2020): R&D 

productivity falling for decades. May be because 

increasingly hard to know what good ideas are out there

─ Defense innovation in decline relative to rest of economy 

• “The U.S. government no longer has the leading edge 

developing its own capabilities, particularly in information 

technology.” 

Michael Dumont, Deputy Assistant Sec. of Defense

• “The swift emergence of information-based technologies as 

decisive enablers of advanced military capabilities are largely 

developed and produced outside of the technologically 

isolated defense industrial base”

Under Secretary of Defense memo (Griffin, 2019)
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Relative cite-weighted

patents

Relative cite-weighted

Patents (drop self-cites)

Fig 1: Defense firms go from 20% more innovative than 

average in 1976 to 10%-40% less innovative by 2019

Notes: Patents weighted by future citations in six “Prime” defense

contractors (Lockheed Martin, Boeing, Raytheon/UTC; Harris/L3; Northrop-

Grumman, General Dynamics) & all their post 1976 acquisitions. Innovation

measures relative to other firms in same technology-class by year (so 1.2

means 20% higher relative innovation rate). Dashed line drops all self-cites.
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Motivation: SBIR in defense R&D

• SBIR program one of world’s largest & most influential 

government small business innovation programs 

─ $3.11 billion across 11 Federal agencies in 2018

─ Of this, DoD accounted for $1.32 billion

─ Of this, Air Force had largest single program, $664 million

─ DoD SBIR also shows decline in innovation impact
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Declining relative innovation for DoD SBIR winners

Notes: Patents weighted by future citations among Air Force ABIR winners.

Innovation measures relative to other firms in same technology-class by year

(so 1.2 means 20% higher relative innovation rate). Dashed line drops all

self-cites from other SBIR winner. Kernel smoothed. 95% confidence

intervals shown in grey.

Relative cite-weighted

patents

Relative cite-weighted

Patents (drop self-cites)
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US Air Force reforms: OPEN Topics 

• USAF leaders believe that part of declining innovation was an 

excessively “Top Down” Approach to (Cox et al., 2014; Griffin, 

2019). In Conventional competitions:

─ Procurement narrowly specified

─ Siloed in a small group of defense-specialist firms. Little 

“bottom-up” innovation with broad private sector 

collaboration

─ Too little radical thinking on “tough tech” problems
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US Air Force reforms: OPEN Topics 

• USAF leaders believe that part of declining innovation was an 

excessively “Top Down” Approach to (Cox et al., 2014; Griffin, 

2019). In Conventional competitions:

─ Procurement narrowly specified

─ Siloed in a small group of defense-specialist firms. Little 

“bottom-up” innovation with broad private sector 

collaboration

─ Too little radical thinking on “tough tech” problems

• From DoD’s perspective, problematic if best technologies no 

longer marketed to the military

• From Social perspective, may be significant productivity 

growth implications from DoD’s attenuated role in funding 

frontier ideas

• In 2018 USAF reformed SBIR into new OPEN Topics program, 

which took a decentralized innovation model (increasingly 

popular in private sector, e.g. Unilever)
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• Admin data on >21k applications & evaluation scores of SBIR 

proposals 2003-19 & outcomes through 2021. Focus 2017-19 

proposals: Open & Conventional programs run simultaneously

Summary of Paper
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• Admin data on >21k applications & evaluation scores of SBIR 

proposals 2003-19 & outcomes through 2021. Focus 2017-19 
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Key Findings:

• Open attracted more new entrants – e.g. young firms & those 

that had never applied for SBIR in the pasts

• RDD: Open has better outcomes than Conventional: VC 

Funding; non-SBIR DoD contracts (tech adoption); Patenting

• Conv. “better” only for future SBIR contracts (lock-in by “mills”)

Summary of Paper
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• Admin data on >21k applications & evaluation scores of SBIR 

proposals 2003-19 & outcomes through 2021. Focus 2017-19 

proposals: Open & Conventional programs run simultaneously

Key Findings:

• Open attracted more new entrants – e.g. young firms & those 

that had never applied for SBIR in the pasts

• RDD: Open has better outcomes than Conventional: VC 

Funding; non-SBIR DoD contracts (tech adoption); Patenting

• Conv. “better” only for future SBIR contracts (lock-in by “mills”)

Mechanism:

• Partly through attraction of firms with higher treatment effects

• Partly through bottom up innovation: (i) compare to other 

reform programs; (ii) less tightly specified (defined using 

machine learning) Conventional topics also more successful

Cost-Benefit:

• Welfare analysis suggests important net benefits from more 

bottom up innovation via Open

Summary of Paper
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• Motivating Innovation Azoulay et al ’11, Nanda et al ’14, 

Krieger ’18, Azoulay & Li ’20, Chesbrough ’03 (“Open”)

• Procurement & Innovation Nalebuff & Stiglitz ’83, Rogerson 

’89; Lichtenberg ’95, Jacobsen ’15; Gonzalez-Lira et al ‘21 

• Impact of defense R&D. Demand: Barro & Redlick ’11; 

Ramey ’11, Perotti ’14, Nakamura & Steinsson ’15, R&D 

Crowd-out/in: Lichtenberg, ‘84, ’88; Moretti et al, ’20, Carril & 

Duggan ’20;Innovation: Draca ’13, Akcigit et al ’17 

• Evaluation of innovation policies Most on government as 

subsidizer rather than as procurer (Belenzon & Cioaca ’21). 

Tax: Hall ’93, Bloom et al ’02, Wilson ’09, Chen et al ’17, 

Moretti & Wilson ’17, Akcigit et al ‘18; Dechezlepetre et al ’20, 

Akcigit & Stantcheva ‘21; Subsidies: Jacob & Lefgren ‘10, 

Takalo et al ’13, Bronzini & Iachini ’14, Azoulay et al ’19, 

Fleming et al ‘19; interactions: Pless ’19

• SBIR Lerner ’99, Wallsten ’00, Howell ’17, Lanahan & 

Feldman ’18, Bhattacharya,’21, Brown & Howell, ‘20

Some Existing Literature



Outline

• Institutional background

• Data

• Econometric Strategy

• Baseline Results

• Mechanisms

• Cost Benefit & Conclusions
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US Air Force SBIR reforms

• 2018 Reforms to USAF SBIR program. Goals:

─ Reach non-traditional firms with frontier dual-use tech

─ Source ideas for USAF that it may not yet know it needs: 

“Unknown unknowns”

─ Revive USAF role as a large, early customer for risky new 

technologies from new firms

• Conventional Topics: Highly  Specified: e.g. “Safe, Large-

Format Lithium-ion Batteries for ICBMs”

─ $150,000 if win Phase I
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Some Other Examples of Conventional Topics

• “Affordable, Durable, Electrically Conductive Coating or 

Material Solution for Silver Paint Replacement on 

Advanced Aircraft"

• “Mitigation of Scintillation and Speckle for Tracking 

Moving Targets”

• “Develop Capability to Measure the Health of High 

Impedance Resistive Materials”

• “Standalone Non-Invasive Sensing of Cyber Intrusions in 

FADEC for Critical Aircraft System Protection”

• “Hypersonic Vehicle Electrical Power Generation through 

Efficient Thermionic Conversion Devices”

• “Cyber Attack model using game theory”
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US Air Force SBIR reforms: OPEN Topics 

• Conventional Topics: Highly  Specified: e.g. “Safe, Large-

Format Lithium-ion Batteries for ICBMs”

─ $150,000 if win  

• Open Topics Non-specific Call for “Innovative Defense-

Related Dual-Purpose Technologies with a clear USAF Need”

─ $50,000 if win

• In both, winners of Phase I must deliver a White Paper/Proof 

of Concept. Can then enter Phase II competition to develop 

prototype (~50% Phase I winners win Phase II)



Outline

• Institutional background

• Data

• Econometric Strategy

• Baseline Results

• Mechanisms

• Cost Benefit & Conclusions
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• Administrative data on 21,432 proposals 2003-19. Winners in 

public domain, but applicants & scores are not

• Focus on 2017-19 when Open & Conventional overlap

─ 6,654 proposals (1,659 Open & 4,995 Conventional)

─ 428 competitions (6 Open & 422 Conventional)

─ 3,059 unique firms

Data
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Who wins?

• For all competitions, three USAF staff evaluators give a sub-

score. Each gives a single sub-score (0-33) on their area of 

expertise: 

─ Commercial

─ Team

─ Technical

• These are summed to give the overall score and all applicants 

ranked. Total budget determines where threshold rank is 

(different by competition and determined ex ante)

• Cost not a factor in evaluation
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Sharp Discontinuity
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• Discussions with DoD two main outcomes they focus on: 

1. Future Venture Capital (VC) Funding 

─ VC interest indicates dual use of military tech in private 

sector. VC backed firms signal innovative potential (Lerner 

and Nanda, 2020, 44% of all R&D in publicly listed firms)

─ Pitchbook, Crunchbase, SDC, CB Insights, etc.

Data: Main Outcomes
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• Discussions with DoD two main outcomes they focus on: 

1. Future Venture Capital (VC) Funding 

─ VC interest indicates dual use of military tech in private 

sector. VC backed firms signal innovative potential (Lerner 

and Nanda, 2020, 44% of all R&D in publicly listed firms)

─ Pitchbook, Crunchbase, SDC, CB Insights, etc.

2. Future non-SBIR DoD contracts (tech adoption)

─ Military refer to these as “transitions to programs of 

record”. Contracts signal that the technology has gone 

from R&D stage in SBIR to a tangible output that DoD can 

develop

─ Federal Procurement Data System (DUNS, name, 

location). Focus on >$50k contracts

─ Example: Aevum won Open award (7/19) for a design for 

drone-launched rockets in a former textile mill. On back of 

this got a $4.9m Air Force contract.

Data: Main Outcomes
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• Future patenting (USPTO)

─ Any

─ Cites, Originality, Generality, Application counts, etc.

• Future SBIR contracts

• Baseline results follow these outcomes in window over next 

24 months after an award, but also look at longer windows 

(e.g. ever) and shorter windows (e.g. 12 months)

Data: Ancillary Outcomes:
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Open Conventional 

N=1,659 N=4,995

Firm Age (years) 9.8 [5] 18.2 [15]

Size (Number Employees) 26.9 [8] 60.8 [20]

Located in VC hub 19.7% 14.8%

Located in county near AF base 19.2% 27.5%

Table 1: Big differences in characteristics of firms 

applying to Open vs. Conventional Topics

Note: These are means [medians] from all Open and Conventional Phase 1 

applications between 2017 and 2019.
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Open Conventional 

N=1,659 N=4,995

Firm Age (years) 9.8 [5] 18.2 [15]

Size (Number Employees) 26.9 [8] 60.8 [20]

Located in VC hub 19.7% 14.8%

Located in county near AF base 19.2% 27.5%

Pre-award VC 11.4% 6%

Pre-award DoD non-SBIR contract 25.3% 60.1%

Pre-award Patent 25% 47.3%

Pre-award SBIR contract 23% 66.6%

Table 1: Big differences in characteristics of firms 

applying to Open vs. Conventional Topics

Note: These are means [medians] from all Open and Conventional Phase 1 

applications between 2017 and 2019.
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Open Conventional 

N=1,659 N=4,995

Firm Age (years) 9.8 [5] 18.2 [15]

Size (Number Employees) 26.9 [8] 60.8 [20]

Located in VC hub 19.7% 14.8%

Located in county near AF base 19.2% 27.5%

Pre-award VC 11.4% 6%

Pre-award DoD non-SBIR contract 25.3% 60.1%

Pre-award Patent 25% 47.3%

Pre-award SBIR contract 23% 66.6%

Number of proposals per topic 379 [375] 20 [15]

Number of winners per topic 213 [297] 3[2]

Table 1: Big differences in characteristics of firms 

applying to Open vs. Conventional Topics

Note: These are means [medians] from all Open and Conventional Phase 1 

applications between 2017 and 2019.
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• Regression Discontinuity Design (RDD) based on normalized 

rank of proposal i for competition topic T (RankiT = 0 for 

threshold) 

Econometric model

Topic fixed effects Treatment effect Running variable

Dummy for winning previous SBIR

𝑌𝑖𝑇 = 𝛼𝑇 + 𝛽 1 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑖𝑇 > 0 + 𝛾1[𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑖𝑇 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑖𝑇 > 0
+ 𝛾2[𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑖𝑇 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑖𝑇 < 0 + 𝛿𝑃𝑆𝐵𝐼𝑅𝑖 + 휀𝑖𝑇
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• Also look at models pooling across competitions to examine 

whether outcomes are significantly different across (Open vs. 

Conventional in main results)

Econometric model

𝑌𝑖𝑇 = 𝛼𝑇 + 𝛽 1 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑖𝑇 > 0 ∙ 𝐏𝐫𝐨𝐠𝐫𝐚𝐦𝐓
′

+ 𝛾1[𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑖𝑇 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑖𝑇 > 0 ∙ 𝐏𝐫𝐨𝐠𝐫𝐚𝐦𝐓
′

+ 𝛾2 [𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑖𝑇 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑖𝑇 < 0 ∙ 𝐏𝐫𝐨𝐠𝐫𝐚𝐦𝐓
′

+ 𝛿𝑃𝑆𝐵𝐼𝑅𝑖 ∙ 𝐏𝐫𝐨𝐠𝐫𝐚𝐦𝐓
′ + 휀𝑖𝑇
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• Covariate Balance (Fig A14-A17)

• Smooth density around threshold (Fig 4)

• Three separate evaluators manipulation hard: sub-scores not 

highly correlated (Figure A18) 

Diagnostics
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Table 2B: DoD Non-SBIR Contracts (technology 

implementation by Department of Defense)
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Table 2B: DoD Non-SBIR Contracts (technology 

implementation by Department of Defense)
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Table 2B: DoD Non-SBIR Contracts (technology 

implementation by Department of Defense)
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• Why such a large effect from Open? (a small $50,000 grant)

• Phase 1 winners have a high probability of winning Phase 2 

(average value ~$800,000). About half of Phase 1 winners 

also win Phase 2 

• Signal of winning Open implies good chance of subsequent 

DoD contract (average value ~$1.7 million), which is attractive 

for VCs

• What about other outcomes? Look at patenting and SBIR 

contracts

Magnitude of the main effects
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Table 3, Panel B: Future SBIR Contracts
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Table 3, Panel B: Future SBIR Contracts
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• Winning Open SBIR USAF competition has significant 

positive causal effects on future innovation (VC, patenting) 

and translating this R&D into military technology (i.e. obtaining 

non-SBIR DoD Contracts)

• Winning Conventional has no causal effects on these 

outcomes, but does increase chances of obtaining future 

SBIR contract (creating lock-in)

Summary of RDD results
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• Did Open crowd out Conventional?

─ No: get same results for Conventional in 2015-17 when no 

Open Competitions available

Robustness (Table 4)
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• Did Open crowd out Conventional?

─ No: get same results for Conventional in 2015-17 when no 

Open Competitions available

• Specification checks show robustness (Table 4)

─ Including or dropping controls inc. pre-award outcomes

─ Using a narrow bandwidth around cutoff

─ Using higher order polynomial for rank

─ Define outcomes as “Ever” after win or 12 months instead 

of 24 month post award window

─ Alternative functional forms for dependent variables: VC & 

Contracts (count, $Value) in Tab A4; Patents (Count, 

Originality; Citations; Generality) in Tab A5 

• Magnitude of Conventional (insignificant) effect on patents 

changes – e.g. smaller when narrow bandwidth

Robustness (Table 4)
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Most sensitive coefficient is patents for conventional – smaller in narrower bandwidth
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• Why does Open have causal effects on outcomes USAF cares 

about when Conventional does not?

• Use several designs to investigate mechanisms

─ Selection: Open attracted firms with larger treatment 

effects. Test: Look at treatment effect heterogeneity

─ Decentralized: Bottom Up nature of Open competitions 

meant that firms came up with more successful ideas.Tests:

1. Look at degrees of “non-specificity” in the Conventional 

program. Did the less specific Conventional 

competitions have positive effects like Open?

2. Look at other reformed program reforms that also 

attracted new entrants

Mechanism
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• Look within Conventional Applications since 2003. Some calls 

were more “non-specific” (i.e. more like Open) than others

• Use Machine Learning NLP “text to data” algorithm to classify 

applications via words in proposal’s abstract

─ e.g. “Happy” & “Joy” close; “Happy” & “Toolbox” are not

─ 300 dimensional vector space “embeddings” 

─ Specifically, SpaCy pipeline in Python (trained on 

OntoNotes) with GloVe vectors trained on Common Crawl.

Mechanism: Bottom Up Innovation I
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• Look within Conventional Applications since 2003. Some calls 

were more “non-specific” (i.e. more like Open) than others

• Use Machine Learning NLP “text to data” algorithm to classify 

applications via words in proposal’s abstract

─ e.g. “Happy” & “Joy” close; “Happy” & “Toolbox” are not

─ 300 dimensional vector space “embeddings” 

─ Specifically, SpaCy pipeline in Python (trained on 

OntoNotes) with GloVe vectors trained on Common Crawl.

• For each competition calculate within-topic dispersion of the 

embeddings. Bigger dispersion = higher topic’s non-specificity 

score

• Validation: average Open topic four times more non-specific 

than average Conventional topic (Table 1)

Mechanism: Bottom Up Innovation I
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• Comparison to other reforms in 2018-19: Pitch Day and NSIN

─ Pitch Days held in VC hubs sought to link large 

procurement programs with startups. Senior officers from 

mission programs judges physically present & evaluate in 

usual way. But all on same day (Shark-Tank style)

─ National Security Innovation Network came from central 

DoD office, rather than one of the services. These topics 

share with Open topics a focus on dual-use viability

• Key feature is that both programs attracted new entrants by 

focusing on dual use like Open (see Fig 2)

Mechanism: Bottom Up Innovation II
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• But neither PitchDay nor NSIN were “bottom up” like Open. 

• Hence, if Open treatment effect due to this decentralization & 

not just composition of new entrants

─ We should not observe the same large positive RDD 

treatments effects as Open. 

─ We confirm this in Tab 6.

Mechanism: Bottom Up Innovation II
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𝑉 = 𝜇𝑀𝑀 𝐷, 𝑢𝑀 + 𝜇𝑁𝑁 𝑉𝐶, 𝑢𝑁 − 𝐶

Cost-Benefit Analysis

Narrow Military benefits Non-Military benefits Costs

$ value of non-

SBIR contracts

Welfare weight

of military benefits

Unobserved 

military benefits

Welfare weight

of non-military 

benefits

$value of VC 

funding

Unobserved non

-military benefits

• Consider USAF objective function:

• Marginal Decision: For the next competition what is the net 

benefit (assume one winner, 5 losers)?
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• Use our estimated causal effects, average values $ values for 

VC and non-SBIR contracts and USAF estimated costs

• For baseline, we find net benefit is $1 million for Open and 

~$0 for Conventional (Table 8)

Cost-Benefit Analysis
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• Use our estimated causal effects, average values $ values for 

VC and non-SBIR contracts and USAF estimated costs

• For baseline, we find net benefit is $1 million for Open and 

~$0 for Conventional (Table 8)

• Extensions

─ Alternative assumptions (e.g. welfare weights)

─ Incorporate dynamics from lock-in

─ Allow military contract to reflect cost of development as 

well as value (model a la Bhattacharya, 2021)

─ Open always has a positive benefit that exceeds 

Conventional

• Note: Does not mean no role for Conventional, because there 

might be other benefits we are not measuring

Cost-Benefit Analysis
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• US military R&D key exhibit for supporters of mission driven, 

innovation based industrial policy. 

─ But faltering innovation in this hugely important sector 

─ We present first causal evaluation of defense R&D 

program

• Trade-offs in between decentralized (bottom-up) and 

centralized (top-down) innovation strategies 

• Open reforms seem to benefit DoD & private economy

─ Selection: Reduces lock-in advantages for incumbents & 

attracts more diverse new entrants

─ Openness: Seems to play an additional role

Conclusions
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• US military R&D key exhibit for supporters of mission driven, 

innovation based industrial policy. 

─ But faltering innovation in this hugely important sector 

─ We present first causal evaluation of defense R&D 

program

• Trade-offs in between decentralized (bottom-up) and 

centralized (top-down) innovation strategies 

• Open reforms seem to benefit DoD & private economy

─ Selection: Reduces lock-in advantages for incumbents & 

attracts more diverse new entrants

─ Openness: Seems to play an additional role 

• Relevant beyond defense:

─ Firms increasingly using bottom-up approaches through 

customer-driven, outsourced, or open innovation 

Chesbrough (2003), de Villemeur and Versaevel (2019)

• Innovation funders could benefit from more bottom-up, 

decentralized approaches

Conclusions
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Back Up
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From US DARPA to UK ARIA
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Is part of this due to increased concentration? Big 

increase in dominance of a few firms
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The non-specific index can account for Open’s 

advantage
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Mission Oriented Innovation:

The example of Military R&D



Vector Embeddings, Non-Specificity & Clusters

• Use text of abstract of proposal. Each word is mapped to vector space 

of conceptually similar words (using pre-trained model based on 

corpuses)

– “Happy” & “Joy” close; “Happy” and “Toolbox” are not

• Specifically, SpaCy pipeline in Python (trained on OntoNotes) with 

GloVe (Global Vectors for Word Representation) vectors trained on 

Common Crawl.

• Each vector [how many?] consists of 300 elements on a {-1,+1} support. 

We average across to get a single 300x1 vector. We then reduce to 2x1 

using isometric mapping

• Using all the 2x1 vectors of applications in a topic we use squared 

Euclidean distance to the average (centroid). Greater average distance 

means more non-specific

• Also using the embeddings use kmeans clustering (k-means clustering 

(Forgy, 1965; Bonhomme & Manresa, 2015) to get software/hardware 

distinction
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesleadershipforum/2017/02/24/how-kenneth-arrow-

revolutionized-our-understanding-of-elections-and-other-big-decisions-we-

make/?sh=5383ed9c3cf3

An ex USAF mathematical economist

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesleadershipforum/2017/02/24/how-kenneth-arrow-revolutionized-our-understanding-of-elections-and-other-big-decisions-we-make/?sh=5383ed9c3cf3


Examples for Non-Specificity Measure 

• Top 1% of non-specificity (i.e. least specific)

– “Wearable Device to Characterize Chemical Hazards for Total 

Exposure Health” (https://www.sbir.gov/sbirsearch/detail/1486629)

– “Extended Weather Measurements in Support of Remotely Piloted 

Aircraft” (https://www.sbir.gov/node/1482495) 

• Bottom 1% of non-specificity (i.e. most specific)

– “Landing Gear Fatigue Model K Modification“ 

(https://www.sbir.gov/sbirsearch/detail/1514289)

– “Mitigation of Scintillation and Speckle for Tracking Moving Targets” 

(https://www.sbir.gov/node/870209)

https://www.sbir.gov/sbirsearch/detail/1486629
https://www.sbir.gov/node/1482495
https://www.sbir.gov/sbirsearch/detail/1514289
https://www.sbir.gov/node/870209

